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Abstract

Omics analysis by mass spectrometry (MS) is a vast field, with proteomics,

metabolomics and lipidomics dominating recent research by exploiting biological

MS ionisation techniques. Traditional MS ionisation techniques such as electrospray

ionisation have limitations in analyte-specific sensitivity, modes of sampling and

throughput, leading to many researchers investigating new ionisation methods for

omics research. In this review, we examine the current landscape of these new ioni-

sation techniques, divided into the three groups of (electro)spray-based, laser-based

and other miscellaneous ionisation techniques. Due to the wide range of new devel-

opments, this review can only provide a starting point for further reading on each

ionisation technique, as each have unique benefits, often for specialised applications,

which promise beneficial results for different areas in the omics world.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Omics research is a wide-ranging topic, concerning vast datasets and

complexbiomolecularmixtures. Split into individual fieldsof study such

as proteomics, lipidomics, metabolomics, the methods of analysis that

can collect sufficient data for omic characterisation are specific and

often limited (to a specific sub-field). One technique with unique and

universal capabilities that facilitates omics research is mass spectrom-

etry (MS). MS is a technique that exhibits high resolution, accuracy
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evaporative ionisationMS; LAP-MALDI, liquid AP-MALDI; HTS, high-throughput screening;
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dissociation; DPS, desalting paper spray; DESI, desorption electrospray ionisation;MSI, MS
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and sensitivity, yet is typically limited by the ionisation source used.

For example, an important part of lipidomics is the investigation of

non-polar lipids, and therefore electrospray ionisation (ESI), which

struggleswith the use of non-polar solvents [1], is frequently dismissed

for lipid analysis. Similarly, extremely complex mixtures as often seen

in metabolomic and proteomic experiments are difficult to analyse

without a prior separation step, such as liquid chromatography (LC)

[2]. Hybridisation and coupling of techniques often result in advances

but can also lead to limitations. In the case of coupling LC to MS,

greater resolution by adding another separation dimension can be

achieved but ionisation techniques such as matrix-assisted laser des-

orption/ionisation (MALDI) that are not easily on-line-coupled to LC

will then often be excluded from the available toolbox of ionisation

techniques.

In MS-based omics analysis, ESI is typically the ionisation tech-

nique of choice for a range of sample matrices and analytes [3, 4].

This has been bolstered by the ease of coupling ESI with LC, along
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with ESI being a reliable soft ionisation technique that can interface

under atmospheric pressure (AP) with a range of mass analysers. In

recent years however, areas in which ESI is lacking have become more

apparent. While ESI is typically robust and sensitive, it has a relatively

low throughput due to the common use of relatively slow LC separa-

tion prior to ionisation [5]. ESI also has significant limitations when it

comes to sample preparation. Considering nano-ESI in particular (with

its smaller capillary internal diameter), samplematrices are heavily lim-

ited in their final composition as desalting steps are needed prior to

the ionisation stage to avoid both salt precipitation on the ESI nee-

dle and ion suppression, further reducing throughput and potentially

sensitivity due to suboptimal analyte recovery [6–9]. Additionally, ESI

alone cannot performMS imaging (aside from a few niche instrumental

setups [10, 11]) and therefore cannot perform any omics analyses that

require localisation without lengthy sample preparation procedures.

Due to these limitations, there has been a significant amount of

research in recent years with the aim of improving upfront sample

preparation using faster and more sensitive separation techniques

[12], partially by miniaturisation [13, 14], enhancing post-ionisation

separation [15, 16], expanding the analytical dimensionality and ana-

lyte range, and improving the MS data acquisition itself, again with

a focus on sensitivity [17, 18] and speed, for example by increasing

the throughput [19, 20] or the number of scans per second [21], as

well as the down-stream data mining in all aspects, including MS data

processing [22, 23], data searching [24–26] and again speed [27, 28].

Naturally, developing novel ionisation techniques and ion sources

that can analyse various samples and sample matrices that were previ-

ously inaccessible via ESI can contribute to overcoming the limitations

of ESI in omics research. As with the above improvements around ESI,

novel ionisation techniques and their sources can have the potential of

significantly addressing the analytical sensitivity and specificity, partic-

ularly if they are purposefully designed to overcome the short-comings

or fill the gaps of ESI.

Current developments of novel ionisationmethods relevant forMS-

based omics research vary in scale. For example, some developments

involve new computational abilities [29], while others are new (ion

source) designs with unique functionalities, like different evaporative

probes used in rapid evaporative ionisation MS (REIMS) [30]. In this

review,we are considering only those advanceswhich directly improve

the ionisation or ion source, rather than any pre- or post-ionisation

technique improvements. For the purposes of this review, novel ionisa-

tion techniques and ion sources have been divided up into three groups

(as seen in Figure 1) – spray-based, laser-based and other ionisation

techniques. Within these groups the various novel ionisation sources

are generally designed for accommodating the same type of sample

being introduced to the mass spectrometer. For example, spray-based

ionisation techniques are typically able to analyse homogenised liquid

samples directly or on-line with separation techniques based on liq-

uid media such as LC, whereas laser-based ionisation techniques can

provide MS imaging of solid (or frozen) samples for spatially defined

omics analysis. Miscellaneous ionisation techniques have been devel-

oped that eithermodify or hybridise techniques, allowing for thesenew

techniques to be tailored to specific analyses and analytes.

F IGURE 1 Classification of the ionisation techniques described
within this review, according to spray-based, laser-based and other
techniques. Note that the spray-based set consists of techniques the
literature has discussed as being driven at least in part by a process
similar to electrospray ionisation.While there aremanymore
ionisation techniques available, the techniquesmentioned in this
review have significantly contributed to recent advances in the field of
omics.

As the main ionisation technique in omics research, ESI has

remained relatively static in terms of new developments in recent

years. Most of the changes and associated targeted improvements in

specific areas of ESI are with relation to sample additives and emit-

ter shape [31–33]. While these advancements improved the analytical

capabilities ofESI towardsawider varietyof samples andanalytes, they

are not fundamentally new advancements of the technique itself.

MALDI has fundamentally made some greater advances such as liq-

uid AP-MALDI (LAP-MALDI) as discussed below and in applications

such as biotyping, imaging and high-throughput screening (HTS) in clin-

ical and industrial application areas. In addition, there is a constant flow

of developing new MALDI matrices [34, 35]. As with ESI (as discussed

later in this review) there have also beenmanynew ionisationmethods,

modifications and hybrid techniques that use MALDI (and/or ESI) as a

starting point.

In this review, we will be assessing the current landscape of newly

developed ionisation techniques, first looking at (electro)spray-based,

then laser-based and finally other ionisation techniques in the context

of omics research.

2 SPRAY-BASED IONISATION TECHNIQUES

Spray-based ionisation techniques typically rely on the base princi-

ples of ESI; an electric field applied to a sprayed liquid sample can
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generate charged gas-phase analyte ions that can be directed towards

an MS inlet. Many of the techniques in this section were born from

the need for specific analyses that ESI alone could not perform but

have recently expanded in scope to a much wider variety of avail-

able analytes. While they are not universal ionisation techniques, they

each offer unique advantages compared to ESI. It is also worth men-

tioning that while many of these techniques are not new, with most

being first introduced in the early 2000s, there are regular updates

and advances being provided by various groups for each technique. In

this section, ESI-like spray techniques are considered. Some of these

utilise laser-based desorption but those that potentially also exploit

laser-based ionisation are considered in Section3. Techniques that lead

to ionisation during or after acoustic sample ejection are discussed in

Section 4.

2.1 Supercharging Reagents

Supercharging reagents are sample additives that are used typically

with ESI to raise the surface tension of the sample solution. By rais-

ing the surface tension, the Rayleigh limit of the sprayed droplets is

increased, leading to a greater charge density on the surface prior to

coulombic explosion. Consequently, this generates a higher average

charge state and the yield of higher charged ions [36]. This is desir-

able for many reasons; the mass measurement accuracy that can be

obtained for lower m/z ions is often greater, high-mass ions can be

brought within the m/z range of more mass analysers, and the frag-

mentation efficiency for tandemmass spectrometry (MS/MS) analyses

becomes greatly improved. The addition of supercharging reagents

occurs at the sample preparation stage and does not require any

changes to the ion source. Thus, it can be easily applied to all commer-

cial instrumentation without modifying any hardware. There are many

other additives that can be beneficial to omic analyses, but supercharg-

ing reagents have a more direct and universal impact on the ionisation

itself and are therefore listed here in the context of advances in MS

ionisation.

The supercharging effects of glycerol and 3-nitrobenzyl alcohol

(3-NBA) were already reported in 2001 [37]. Since then, more than

50 different supercharging reagents have been identified [36]. The

increase in the charge state created by supercharging reagents has

been exploited by multiple groups for the purposes of top-down

proteomics. Li et al. applied 3-NBA to electron transfer dissociation

(ETD) methodology for hydroxy radical protein foot printing [38]. Sim-

ilarly, Zhang et al. increased the electron capture dissociation (ECD)

and collision-activated dissociation (CAD) fragmentation rate of disul-

phide bonded proteins by the addition of sulpholane, allowing for

greater sequence coverage [39]. Nshanian et al. explored the effects

of supercharging reagents on reducing TFA-based ion suppression in

LC-MS-based proteomics, allowing for higher yields of multiply pro-

tonated ion species and therefore higher resolutions [40]. Different

supercharging reagents can also be used as a mixture to target and

enhance specific charge states of target peptides, as demonstrated by

Van Wanseele et al. [41]. Overall, there is a wealth of applications and

F IGURE 2 General schematic for paper spray ionisation. A paper
triangle is wetted with the sample solution and connected to a
high-voltage power supply. This causes a plume of charged droplets to
be ejected from the tip of the paper triangle towards themass
spectrometer inlet. Adapted with permission from ref. [43]. Copyright
2010 American Chemical Society

a range of supercharging reagents, which have been recently reviewed

by Abaye et al. [36].

2.2 Paper spray

Paper spray ionisation is a low-cost, easily accessible technique, first

developed byWang et al. in 2010 [42]. As shown in Figure 2, an aliquot

of liquid sample solution (or an adequate solvent, if the analyte is

already on the paper) gets deposited onto a small paper triangle, which

is thenplaced in front of themass spectrometer inlet. An electric field is

applied to the paper, initiating ionisation of the liquid sample from the

paper’s tip facing the mass spectrometer’s inlet. Paper spray allows for

quick and facile access to a variety of samplingmethodologies inacces-

sible tomany other ionisation techniques, such as the direct analysis of

dried blood spots and separated compounds from a TLC strip, and sur-

face analysis (e.g., bywiping a surfacewith thepaper substrate) [42, 43].

It lends itself perfectly to metabolomic, lipidomic and proteomic anal-

ysis in clinical settings as biofluids can be deposited directly onto the

paper substrate and then sent for analysis, increasing sample through-

put (due to little sample preparation) and therefore diagnostic speed

significantly [43].

While a range of applications were discussed in the original paper

spray article, they were limited in scope because of significant ion sup-

pression effects due to the substrates and elution solvents, resulting in

low sensitivity [43, 44]. Advances in paper spray have therefore been

primarily focused on improving sensitivity, while also aiming to expand

the types of analytes accessible to the technique.

The (paper) substratematerial has been amajor focus for increasing

sensitivity. Paper spray is not a ‘one-type-fits-all’ technique; different

analyte classes have varying affinities for and interactions with dif-

ferent substrates [45]. While they cannot necessarily be called paper

substrates, polymeric andnon-porousmaterials havebeenusedas sub-

strates in paper spray. Recently, Teslin has been used as a substrate

with the aim of rapidly detecting COVID-19 metabolomic biomark-

ers [46]. In theory, the silinol groups in the Teslin substrate allow for

greater interaction of the analytes with the charged substrate, allow-

ing for a greater number of molecules to be ionised compared to the
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typical cellulose paper substrates [47]. A Teflon substrate with a con-

ducting wire through the centre has been used to examinemetabolites

present in urine and saliva, with an S/N increase of at least 100-fold

compared to cellulose paper [48]. Similarly, a poly(methyl methacry-

late) substrate spiked with carbon nanotubes was used to analyse

analyte types ranging from small molecules to mid-sized proteins with

an ion signal intensity increase of 20–100 times that of cellulose paper

[49].

Desalting paper spray (DPS) is another modification to paper spray

that has been developed recently. By washing the substrate with an

acetonitrile/water mixture prior to the analysis excess salts can be

removed from the substrate. While initially utilised to reduce the

analyte ion signal suppression observed in glycan and oligosaccha-

ride analysis due to high levels of adduct ion formation [50, 51],

this technique has been expanded into the realm of proteomics by

using a polymer substrate coated with Nafion, a fluoropolymer. The

proteomic profiles of saliva samples were examined, and the Nafion-

coated substrates showed a desalting efficiency of up to 90% higher

when compared to control substrates [52].

2.3 Desorption electrospray ionisation (DESI)

Initially developed as an ambient ionisation technique for direct in

vivo sampling and crude MS imaging (MSI) analysis in 2004 by Cooks

and coworkers [53], the non-destructive nature of DESI was shown to

offer distinct advantages within the field of MSI that MALDI (the lead-

ing MSI tool) could not match [54]. The primary advantage of DESI

is that it does not necessarily require pre-treatment of a sample. A

range of histologically compatible solvent systems are available that

can be sprayed directly onto tissue samples for DESI MSI analysis,

whileMALDIMSI requires any tissue sample to bepre-treatedwith the

MALDImatrix for effective ionisation to occur.

Since its inception, updates to the design of DESI sources and their

coupling toMS instrumentation have been the key to unlocking access

to higher spatial resolution, higher specificity and a wider range of

applications. One area of these design updates lies within the design

of the DESI emitter. Towers et al. modified a commercial DESI source

by rerouting a high-voltage power supply through the solvent flow to

create charged primary droplets, and by introducing a heated inlet cap-

illary to aid desolvation of the secondary droplets [55].With this setup

alongside ion mobility spectrometry, it was possible to observe intact

peptide and protein ion signals with a pixel resolution of 150 µm [55],

an endeavour that had previously been extremely difficult outside of

highly optimised conditions.

A modification to DESI was made by He et al. in 2011 [56], later

called airflow-assisted DESI (AFADESI) [57]. It was introduced with

the aim of achieving higher analytical sensitivities for remote DESI-

like sampling by providing additional air flow to themass spectrometer

inlet, using a vacuum pump connected to a transport tube for efficient

extraction of the DESI-produced sample material [56]. While initially

shown to be useful in pharmaceutical and explosive residue analysis

[56], AFADESI has also seen anumber of novel uses in the field of omics.

F IGURE 3 (A) Schematic of conventional DESI-MSwith charged
solvent droplets being (electro)sprayed onto the sample surface,
rebounding towards themass spectrometer inlet after desorbing
samplematerial. (B) Schematic of nano-DESI, where a solvent bridge is
formed between two sections of a sampling probe (a primary capillary
and a secondary nanospray capillary), with the charged solvent
desorbing samplematerial and emitting this in charged droplets from
the end of the secondary nanospray capillary. DESI, desorption
electrospray ionisation; MS, mass spectrometry

Tang and coworkers were able to image lipids at the isomeric level by

exploiting the increased air exposure facilitated by the technique to

accelerate oxidation reactions of lipids in mouse lung cancer tissues,

providing the ability todifferentiatebetweenunsaturated lipid isomers

[58]. Abliz and coworkers combined AFADESI with a reagent-spiked

hydrogel derivatisation methodology, allowing for a large number of

metabolites and lipids to be identified from a rat brain [59].

Another DESI modification that has seen an increase in uptake

recently is nano-DESI [60, 61]. While DESI utilises a solvent spray at

a distance from the substrate, nano-DESI employs a solvent bridge

at the sample target between a primary capillary and a secondary

nanospray capillary, resulting in a hybrid between liquid extraction

surface analysis (LESA) and DESI [60, 62]. The differences between

DESI and nano-DESI are displayed in more detail in Figure 3. Modifica-

tions to this technique have allowed for great increases in versatility.

Cooper and coworkers utilised non-denaturing solvents alongside a

shortened inlet capillary to gain high-resolution native proteomic

profile images of intact proteins from kidney tissues [62] and brain

tissues [63].
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Lanekoff and coworkers further advanced nano-DESI with a tech-

nique they called pneumatically assisted nano-DESI [64], which has

a similar relationship to nano-DESI as AFADESI has to DESI; pneu-

matically assisted nano-DESI allows for remote sampling of analytes

at greater sensitivity. In pneumatically assisted nano-DESI, a nebu-

liser gas inlet is introduced to the secondary (nanospray) capillary. By

directly introducing a gas flow through the nanospray capillary the

probe can be placed further from the inlet and there is an enhanced

sensitivity for metabolite species detection and a lower effect of

probe-to-sample surface distance on the analyte signal intensity [64].

In general, the use of DESI in lipidomics has become prominent with

advances in reactive DESI. Developed in 2009 by Nyadong et al. [65],

reactive DESI employs solvent additives to form charged species from

non-polar compounds such as lipids, which owing to their low polar-

ity exhibit low detection sensitivity and poor solvent compatibility

with commonly utilised polar solvent systems. For example, Nyadong

et al. utilised various anions (Cl–, Br–, and CF3COO–) to form adducts

with bromophycolides in algal tissues, greatly improving the previously

poor detection sensitivity when using a polar spray solvent alone [65].

Lostun et al. utilised reactive DESI with a dicationic ion pairing com-

pound named DC9, allowing for compounds normally only detectable

in negative ionisation mode to be detectable in positive ionisation

mode [66].

Hybridisation of DESI to other sources and analysers has also intro-

duced new modalities for analysis. Wood and coworkers utilised an

FT-ICR mass spectrometer equipped with both a DESI and MALDI

source, generating increased lipid coverage of rat brain than either

source individually, without the need to switch ion sources [54]. Pan

and coworkers combined a standard DESI source with a photoionisa-

tion source to analyse lipids in mouse brain, revealing an increased

number of identified lipids, in particular non-polar lipids, in both pos-

itive and negative mode compared to DESI alone [67]. Laskin and

coworkers incorporated shear force microscopy into a nano-DESI

probe, allowing for the probe to be kept a constant height from the

substrate surface evenwhen complex topography is present [68–70].

2.4 Laser desorption/ESI hybrid techniques

Whereas DESI and paper spray have only slightly deviated from ESI

with their instrumentation, other techniqueshavehybridisedESI, often

with laser-based desorption techniques. Electrospray-assisted laser

desorption ionisation (ELDI), described in 2005 by Shiea et al. as one

of the first such techniques [71], combines an initial laser desorp-

tion(/ionisation) event with post-ionisation by ESI. In its initial design,

it was more tailored towards the analysis of prepared sample droplets

and solid samples [72], rather than directly analysing biological mate-

rials and tissues, which would be more suitable for MSI. Researchers

soonmade small adaptations to themethodology tomake it more suit-

able for a wider variety of substrates and biological matrices, with

further adaptations beingmade inmore recent years.

2.4.1 MALDESI

Matrix-assisted laser desorption electrospray ionisation (MALDESI), in

practical terms a hybrid ionisation technique of MALDI and ESI, was

developed in 2006 by Sampson et al. [73]. As with MALDI, pulsed laser

irradiation [74] is focussed at either a dried sample droplet contain-

ing both analyte and matrix compound or a tissue sample doped with

a matrix solution, causing material to be desorbed. Particularly for

the analysis of crude samples such as tissue, mid-infrared (IR) lasers

are typically used, exploiting the properties of water as a matrix [74].

Ionisation is achieved with ESI orthogonally applied to the desorbed

plume, directing the desorbed/ionised analytes to theMS inlet [73]. Ini-

tial advances were successful in improving its applicability to MSI with

the introduction of computer-controlled stages in 2013 by Robichaud

et al. [75]. Sampson et al. widened the analyte and sampling types

that MALDESI could access by introducing liquid-phase MALDESI,

directly analysing the lipidomeofmilk and egg yolk [76]. Inmore recent

years, however, its further development has been focused on optimis-

ing laser [77, 78] and solvent/matrix [74, 79, 80] parameters, typically

to increase resolution and specificity towards previously inaccessi-

ble classes of molecules. The move towards using mid-IR lasers was

found to decrease the amount of internal energy transferred to analyte

molecules, making MALDESI (similar to IR-MALDI) more comparable

to ESI in softness [81].

2.4.2 LAESI

Laser ablation electrospray ionisation (LAESI) consists of a nearly iden-

tical setup asMALDESI and ELDI. First described byNemes andVertes

in 2007, LAESI utilises mid-IR laser ablation orthogonal to an ESI

source for the direct analysis of samples with a variety of surface fea-

tures, as long as the samples have a sufficiently highwater content [82].

In contrast toMALDESI, LAESI requires little to no sample preparation,

whichpropels the technique towards rapid analysis of large sample sets

[83–85]. However, recent IR-MALDESI studies using only the samples’

water or solvent asmatrix have shown that extremely high throughput

can also be achieved byMALDESI as shown by the analysis of isocitrate

dehydrogenase 1 (IDH1) kinetics assays [86]. In these cases, MALDESI

and LAESI are virtually identical techniques.

One niche that suits LAESI well is the omics profiling of plants

and foodstuffs due to its applicability to the uneven surfaces typically

observed in these samples. Agtuca et al. used LAESI to analyse the

metabolome of soybean root nodules, bypassing the extensive sam-

ple preparation that existing methodologies such as GC-MS, LC-MS

and CE-MS require [87]. Taylor et al. were able to perform single cell

metabolomics of Allium cepa (red onion) by combining LAESI with opti-

cal microscopy [88]. Alongside the profiling of small molecules, Zhou

et al. performed some lipidomic profiling of different meat samples and

were able to differentiate rapidly betweenmeat from different species

[89].
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Other advancesweremade possible by furthermodifying the LAESI

source. Vaikkinen et al. utilised a post-ESI heated nitrogen flow to

improve the detection of low-polarity lipids, allowing these lipids to

be detected alongside high-polarity compounds without the need of

complementary analysis [90]. With a similar aim, Li et al. developed

a solvent gradient methodology by replacing the ESI capillary with a

glass theta capillary (a capillary with a central barrier to create two

channels within, allowing for each channel to be filled with a different

substance without them mixing prior to spraying). Each channel con-

tained solvents of varying polarities, enabling the ionisation of species

of both low and high polarities over a single acquisition [91]. It is worth

mentioning again that ELDI and LAESI are virtually identical ionisa-

tion techniques, essentially only differentiated by small differences, for

instance, in source geometries and laser wavelengths [92].

3 LASER-BASED IONISATION TECHNIQUES

3.1 Laserspray ionisation

Laserspray ionisation is a technique introduced by Trimpin et al. in

2010 with the aim of providing ESI-like spectra using standard MALDI

sample preparation conditions [93]. In summary, a matrix/analyte mix-

ture is co-crystallised onto a sample target that is placed in front of a

heated ion transfer tube, which transfers the laser-desorbed sample

material to the mass spectrometer inlet. Both AP and vacuum sources

have been used for laserspray ionisation. In contrast to standard (AP-

)MALDI and LAP-MALDI (see below), laserspray ionisation employs

much higher laser fluences (≥10 kJ/m2). Initially used to investigate

the formation of gas-phase ions withMALDI-like techniques, the tech-

nique was also used with ETD [93], for in situ protein analysis [94] and

MSI [95]. However, not much research was recently published with

this technique, potentially due to current advances in DESI and other

AP-MALDI techniques, being less destructive in their approach.

3.2 AP-MALDI

MALDI MS has long been one of the techniques of choice for auto-

mated high-throughput proteomics, due to its excellent sensitivity and

analysis speed compared to other proteomic MS techniques [96]. It

has been recognised as a complementary tool to ESI for proteomics

analyses, particularly when coupled to LC [97].

AP-MALDI, first introduced by Laiko et al. in 2002, has further built

upon this strength by allowingMALDI to analyse sample/analyte types

that could not previously be effectively analysed when under vac-

uum, such as biological cells and tissues [98]. A major development

that has supported the employment of AP-MALDI is the introduction

of LAP-MALDI (see Figure 4 for a schematic). Rather than allowing

a matrix/analyte droplet to cocrystallise on the target plate, typi-

cally the analyte solution is combined with a liquid support matrix

(LSM) using a viscous support such as propylene glycol as well as

dissolved matrix compounds as known from the conventional solid

F IGURE 4 Schematic of the LAP-MALDI source as developed by
Ryumin et al. [102]. The ion transfer tube combines high temperatures
alongside a nitrogen gas counterflow to efficiently generate ESI-like
multiply charged ions. ESI, electrospray ionisation; LAP-MALDI, liquid
AP-MALDI; MALDI, matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization

MALDI. This produces a stable self-healing droplet that remains liq-

uid during the analysis and can last thousands of laser shots with

little to no disruption to the ion signal. Early research demonstrated

a 30-min acquisition of a single melittin-containing sample droplet

(10 Hz laser pulse repetition rate) with no significant drop in ion signal

intensity [99, 100].

In combination with a heated ion transfer tube, a beneficial effect

of LAP-MALDI is the enhanced, ESI-like production ofmultiply charged

ions, somethingnot seen in conventionalMALDI.While initially noticed

in 2013 [99], the production of multiply charged ions was optimised

in 2016 by Ryumin and Cramer by developing a modified AP-MALDI

source for use on a commercial Q-TOF instrument with ion mobility

separation [101]. Further optimisation of the heated ion transfer tube

and gas counterflow during ion transfer led to a 14-fold increase in the

ion yield of multiply protonated peptide analytes [102, 103]. Collision-

induced dissociation (CID), a molecular fragmentation technique that

improves in efficacy and sensitivity with an increase in charge state,

was utilised with the LAP-MALDI setup to great effect, in structural

lipidomics [104], protein/peptide identification [105] and disease diag-

nostics in combination with simultaneous multi-omic profiling [106].

Multi-omic profiling of a variety of sample types has been further

developed and applied to microbial biotyping [107], speciation [108]

and the early and cost-effective detection of mastitis from crude milk

samples [109]. Owing to the high-throughput capabilities [106, 109,

110] of the technique combined with its extremely stable ion signal as

well as new data acquisition software, record analysis speeds of up to

60 samples per second have been achieved [110, 111].

4 OTHERS

4.1 Rapid evaporative ionisation MS (REIMS)

REIMS enables direct sampling of difficult to handle samples and

substrates such as biological tissues and fluids. First described in
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2009 by Schäfer et al. [112], the technique originally employed an

electro-surgical electrode that makes contact with the sample, rapidly

evaporating biological material to generate gaseous molecular ions

such as phospholipids [112, 113]. As part of the ‘iKnife’ technology,

REIMS has demonstrated to be a hybrid surgical/analytical tool that

canprofile biological tissueduring surgery [113–115], aswell as rapidly

profile the metabolome and lipidome of various crude biological fluids,

like faeces, bile and urine [116].

Laser-assisted REIMS (LA-REIMS) is a sub-technique of REIMS first

explored by Fatou et al. in 2016 [117], although not described as LA-

REIMS at that time. Simply, the electrode probe is replaced with an

infrared laser with the aim of exciting and evaporating water in the

sample, allowing the technique to analyse samples with a high water

content such as biofluids without the addition of aMALDImatrix [117,

118]. Van Meulebroek et al. successfully utilised LA-REIMS in profiling

themetabolome of faeces in a similar way to an earlier (non-LA) REIMS

study by Cameron et al., although with a much higher sample through-

put due to the lack of physical contact between the probe and the

biofluid [116, 118].Wijnant et al.developed an LA-REIMSmethodology

in complement to a UHPLC-HRMS method for metabolomic profiling

of saliva samples, where LA-REIMS provided a rapid analysis platform

muchmore suitable to clinical labs, demonstrating the proof of concept

where the metabolomic profiles of normal weight and obese individu-

als were successfully differentiated [119]. However, these applications

have all the same potential limitations of poor quantitation and ion

suppression due to the lack of prior sample preparation and there-

fore matrix effects [120], which on the other hand provides simplicity,

universality and speed [121].

4.2 Acoustic ionisation techniques

One class of (AP) ionisation techniques that has seen more popularity

in recent years is acoustic ionisation. The energy of acousticwaves typ-

ically produced by a transducer leads to the ejection of small amounts

of liquid sample material from a well, allowing for rapid sample analy-

ses frommicrotiter plateswith little sample consumptionmaking these

techniques ideal for screening and profiling studies [122].

4.2.1 Acoustic droplet ejection (ADE)

Acoustic techniques initially leading to the ejection of droplets are

often called ADE. Although well known in the physical sciences, ADE

only recently attracted attention in the field of MS, primarily for high-

throughput applications. In 2015, Sinclair et al. [123] employed ADE

and modulated the operating parameters of the transducer, thus cre-

ating a mist of smaller droplets after the initial ADE event. In one

of the first studies, ionisation was achieved via a secondary electro-

spray ionisation (SESI) source orthogonal to the plate with the sample

wells, but subsequent setups directly applied a large voltage differ-

ence between the sample fluids in the well and the end of the transfer

tube [123]. This setup, shown in Figure 5, allowed for a data acquisition

F IGURE 5 Schematic of the acoustic mist ionisation apparatus
devised by Sinclair et al. The apparatus consists of a transducer (1) to
initiate microdroplet formation from the sample liquid in the
microtiter plate well (2). Droplets are formed at the sample’s surface
(3); their formation and analyte ionisation is supported by a high
voltage applied to a cone in front of themass spectrometer inlet (4).
Themicrodroplets pass through a heated ion transfer tube (5) to
promote desolvation, and finally towards themass spectrometer inlet
(6). Adaptedwith permission from ref. [124]. Copyright 2019
American Chemical Society

rate of >10,000 data points per hour, making it an excellent tech-

nique for high-throughput analysis. Later studies referred to this type

of technique as acoustic mist ionisation (AMI) and applied it to enzy-

matic assay development for high-throughput biochemical screening,

demonstratingmore than 100,000 samples per day [124].

Bachman et al. explored the use of AMI in cellular metabolomics

and lipidomics in 2020, successfully developing a generic cellular assay

workflow, highlighting again the high-throughput suitability of the

technique [125]. Smith et al. demonstrated its rapid analysis capabili-

ties in a similar study with HepG2 cell lysates, obtaining a full data set

of 2772 samples in under 5 h [126].
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Covey and coworkers recently coupled an open port interface (OPI)

to ADE, efficiently collecting and diluting the acoustically ejected

(nL-)droplets in a solvent flow, which is then delivered to an ESI source

[20, 127]. Various applications, from drug-drug interaction to phar-

macokinetic and biomarker analysis, have been demonstrated [127].

Although this setup is also applicable to high-throughput analysis, its

ultimate sampling rate is limited by sample diffusionwithin the transfer

capillary to the ESI source.

4.2.2 SAWN

Another recent acoustic ejection technique used in MS is surface

acoustic wave-based nebulisation (SAWN), which was introduced in

2015 by Tveen-Jensen et al. and utilises a low-flow (0.5–30 µl/min)

LC infusion onto a piezoelectric transducer, thus creating a very ‘soft’

nebulisation event. By providing less energy towards the nebulisation

event compared to ESI, it was found that more labile compounds (e.g.,

phosphopeptides, serine-rich peptides, non-covalent complexes, etc.)

couldbegeneratedwith amuchmoreuniformsignal intensity across all

elution times [128]. SAWNwas utilised for bacterial biotyping by Liang

et al. in 2018, successfully differentiating four gram-negative bacteria

species via their lipid profiles [129].

4.3 Matrix-assisted ionisation vacuum (MAIV)

Another relatively new technique is MAIV, first described by Trimpin

and Inutan in 2013 [130]. MAIV is an ionisation method that applies

no laser irradiation or high voltages, and simply requires an ana-

lyte/matrix (typically 3-nitrobenzonitrile) mixture to be placed against

the inlet cone of the mass spectrometer held at a vacuum. In one of

the original publications, different methods of introducing the sam-

ple to the inlet cone were investigated, with equivalent ion counts

between a KimWipe, the pointed tip of a strip of filter paper (sim-

ilar to paper spray ionisation but without the high voltage), and a

pipette tip [130]. This makes MAIV a versatile, low-cost technique,

as samples can be prepared and analysed on a wide variety of com-

mon laboratory consumables. In 2015, the technique was advanced

towards high-throughput analysis by Woodall et al. by placing either

multi-channel pipette tips or filter paper onto an XYZ stage. Each sam-

ple spot is alignedwith the inlet cone for between 1 and 5 s per sample,

in theory allowing for up to 8000 samples per day. This was success-

fully used to analyse intact proteins and to perform top-down analysis

of various peptides in the fmol/µl to pmol/µl range [131]. In 2016 Chen
et al. utilised MAIV for post-translational modification (PTM) analy-

sis and were able to detect intact proteins up to 18.7 kDa, up to a

+18 charge state. The in situ analysis of peptides and proteins from

rat brain tissue extracts were also performed, with a variety of singly

charged and multiply charged peptides and proteins detected [132].

Most recently, Harding et al.were able to perform lipidomicMSI exper-

iments of rat brain tissue usingMAIV, optimising sample extraction into

the 3-nitrobenzonitrile matrix by the addition of 5% chloroform [133].

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this review, the landscape of MS ionisation techniques newly intro-

duced for omics analyses over recent years has been examined. The

number of these ionisation techniques nowavailable and applied to the

omics field are vast and are only growing larger. There have beenmany

other, mainly ambient ionisation techniques that have been recently

introduced to MS like plasma-based techniques, but many of these

have not found their way into the omics world, let alone into large-

scale and in-depth proteomics, which is still very much dominated by

the two main soft ionisation techniques of MALDI and ESI – the latter

beingby far thepreferred technique.However, as analytical techniques

in the omics field are far from a one-size-fits-all approach, having a

variety of ionisation techniques that are tailored for various sample

conditions and target analytes is desirable. While many new ionisa-

tion techniques find it hard to compete with the softness of ESI and

MALDI, many are further developments of these two or find their first

competitive applications in areas such as metabolomics and lipidomics

where the analytes are less demanding on the softness of the ionisation

technique. However, many of these new techniques could also have

the potential to be used for proteomics research, reducing the need to

switch between sources andmodes of analysis when performingmulti-

omics analysis. As can be seen by the growing range of commercial ion

sources, there is a great demand for innovation in ion source devel-

opment and fundamental research in ionisation techniques, with the

ultimate aim to provide better solutions for the many unmet analytical

needs in the omics.
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